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Introduction
Every radio documentary
is accompanied by a set
of teaching and learning
resources.  The resources begin
with a suggested plan for a
unit of work using the learning
outcomes from the Junior
Cycle English specification.  
Worksheets are indicated
by codes which include the
name of the documentary,
the worksheet (WS) reference
number and the page where
it can be found e.g. (Because
You Can’t Smell Someone On
Skype WS 1.1 -Pg. 7)
Appendices containing
additional resources (i.e.
printable worksheets for
students) can be found at the
end of each unit of work.
This unit is organised as follows:
Pre-listening resources which
encourage students to think
around the central theme of

the unit.
Active listening resources to
promote careful listening.
Post-listening resources which
are linked directly to the
documentary content.
Resources for a summative
assessment which focus
on measuring the learning
achieved by students in the
unit.
In addition there are further
reflective/ creative resources
which could be used to
support learning, teaching and
assessment in the unit.
Teachers who choose to use
these reflective/ creative
resources can refer to the
structure outlined in the
Planning section and to the
model used in the Summative

Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

Planning

Rich Learning
Experiences with
RTÉ Radio 1’s
Documentary On
One - Because You
Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype

As the diagram indicates, it is during the planning
stage that the teacher will select the learning
outcomes and design the teaching and learning
around these learning outcomes.
It is advisable to plan the summative assessment task
in the initial stages to support the formative assessment
throughout the unit. This ensures that the teacher can
constantly monitor the learning of each student in
terms of the chosen learning outcomes.
The teacher and/or students will select the texts,
resources and materials required to support the
learning outcomes.
Formative assessment will be ongoing throughout the
unit to support the learning.
Learning Outcomes Addressed by the Unit
This is a unit of lessons focused on the theme of Love
and using as its primary text the documentary Because
You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype.

Learning
and
Teaching

While this unit could be seen to
address a number of Learning
Outcomes in the English
Specification the key outcomes

Facilitation of class
discussion

addressed here are OL5, OL7,

Provision of
vocabulary

Resources

Because You Can’t
Smell Someone On
Skype Resources

W1, W2*. The summative

Planning

assessment tasks at the end of

Choose learning outcomes

the unit facilitate the assessment
of these learning outcomes.  
It is inevitable that other
learning outcomes will be
encountered but these are

Documentary on One
Because You Can’t
Smell Someone On Skype

not the main focus of the unit.

Keywords resulting
from class debate

Create summative
assessment to
ensure the learning
outcomes have
been achieved

Using graphic
organisers

Texts
Formative
Assessment

* See Appendix for details of learning outcomes
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Resources
About the Documentary On One - Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype
Title 				
Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype
Listening Duration 		
15 mins
Documentary Link 		
http://www.rte.ie/radio1/doconone/2012/0105/646915-the-curious-eardoconone-skype-love/

About Us
Documentary On One is
a series of multi awardwinning documentaries
from RTÉ Radio 1. With
almost 1,500 documentaries
on offer online, it has
the largest archive of
documentaries available
anywhere at no cost. All of
the programmes are radio
stories about real life.
In association with RTÉ
Learning and Development,
Documentary on One has

Documentary Summary

chosen a range of radio

Using his new phone, Ciarán discovered a dating website where he met

documentaries which

Kelly. The only problem was that he was in Ireland and she was in Florida. This
documentary explores what happens when you meet someone online who

may be used in the English

lives more than 3,000 miles away. It examines whether this 21st century type of

classroom. To complement

romance can actually work and the idea that we need to meet somebody

these documentaries, a

in order to know if there is chemistry, because as the title says “You can’t

collection of free online

smell someone on Skype”. While the documentary explores the theme of
online dating, it also looks at modern forms of communication like Skype and

teaching resources has

Facebook and asks whether or not we can truly know somebody if we haven’t

been created to develop

met them in person.

students’ written, reading

Please Note: The documentary contains one expletive (the word “bullshit”).

and oral proficiency.

As with any text to be presented to students, it is strongly recommended that you listen in full to the
radio documentary before introducing it to the classroom. This is to ensure its suitability in your own
context and for all learners in your class. RTÉ and its partners cannot accept any liability should the
content of any of these documentaries prove unsuitable for some learners or their teachers.
All the pdfs and sound files are easily accessible in the “Educational Resources” section of the
Documentary On One website www.rte.ie/doconone and the “Education” section of the free
DocOnOne mobile app available on iPhone, Android and iPad.
We hope that you and your students enjoy the documentaries and accompanying resources!

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone

These are based on the
Junior Cycle Key Skills and
Learning Outcomes in the
new specification.
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TEACHER GUIDELINES

Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

Pr

My Future and My ‘Fakespace’
Status in Twenty-Five Years’ Time

g

1.Teacher Guidelines

L i s t e ni n
e

• To introduce the documentary, students will be asked to imagine their life for the next
twenty-five years at five year intervals by completing the My Future Worksheet (Because
You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype WS 1.1 - Pg. 7).
• This is also a numeracy task so teachers should check that students have correctly
added on five years to their age and to each year.
• To scaffold students in this task, teachers will write the current date on the board e.g.
17th January 2015 and write a starter sentence (see worksheet). Below this they will then
write “+5 years and the date e.g. “17 January 2020. I will be…”
• Students will now complete the task and in the process they will imagine and reflect on
where they believe they will be in five, ten, fifteen, twenty and twenty-five years’ time.
• Students will then be challenged to narrow their focus by concentrating on a single day
twenty-five years in the future.
• To facilitate this task, using the template provided (Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype WS 1.2 -Pg. 8) students will create a ‘Fakespace’ page and write a number of
‘Fakespace’ Statuses.
• Students will have to choose to be realistic or creative/ idealistic when doing this task (or
perhaps both).
• The aim here is to introduce the documentary by encouraging students (among other
things) to think about how they expect to meet their future partner.  The documentary
will then tell the story about a couple who met in a less traditional manner.

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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L i s t e ni n
e

g

My Future

STUDENT WORKSHEET

Name ____________________________________
Today’s Date _____________________________
Directions:
Using five year intervals make a timeline of how you imagine your life to be for the next
25 years.
e.g.     Today’s Date:

1st Sept 2016 I am captain of the school basketball team.

1st Sept 2021I will be 17 years old and starting Sixth Year. I will have
spent two months of the summer volunteering with a local charity.
Today I am…: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Date / Year

I will be…

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__ ________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________ _________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype WS 1.1)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
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STUDENT WORKSHEET

Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

Pr

Name ________________________________________
Today’s Date   ________________________________
Directions:
Create a ‘Fakebook’ profile for yourself, as you imagine it will look in
twenty-five years’ time.

fakespace

Works
Lives in
Studied

Relationship Status

Status
Date __________________  
What’s on your mind?

How I met my partner

Status
Date __________________  
What’s on your mind?

Status
Date __________________  
What’s on your mind?

(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype WS 1.2)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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My ‘Fakespace’ Status – 25 Years from now

L i s t e ni n
e

Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

The teacher will introduce the documentary by

Pr

•

L i s t e ni n
e

g

2. What’s in a Name?

TEACHER GUIDELINES

writing the title on the board “Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype”.
•

Working in groups, students will imagine what the title means and
predict the content of the documentary.

•

Teachers will demonstrate how the graphic organiser (Because
You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype WS 2 -Pg. 10) is used. Students
will jot down their ideas but they must only complete the first
section. ‘They will return to this graphic organiser after listening to
the beginning of the documentary (see notes below in sixth bullet

Li st e
e
v
n
ti

g
in

3. Story Prediction
and Anticipation

Ac

point).’

•

The class will tell a story which begins with “Ciarán is a single man who is
hoping to find love so…”

•

The teacher will explain that he/ she will start the story with the above sentence and that, in turn,
each student will progress it by adding a sentence at a time. The final student must conclude the
story. If appropriate the teacher may assign a maximum pause time between each student of 5
seconds per student.  

•

After completing the exercise, students will then listen to the first three minutes of the documentary
(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype Clip 1).

•

Students will compare and contrast the love story they created and that of Kelly and Ciarán.

•

They must then anticipate what happens to Kelly and Ciarán, by working in groups or pairs and
sharing their ideas with the class.

•

Students will now return to the worksheet “What’s in a Name?” (Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype WS 2 -Pg. 10). They will complete the second and third sections about the effectiveness of
the documentary title and suggest other possible alternative titles.

•

To prepare students for this part of the task teachers may need to furnish students with appropriate
vocabulary (e.g. relevant, apt, fitting, confusing, irrelevant, misleading etc )

•

After completing it and listening to the documentary, students will return to this exercise and critique
the title, considering its effectiveness in light of the content (justifying their answer).

•

The teacher may wish to direct the discussion toward the benefits and disadvantages of online
friendships. This issue will be explored further in the Summative Assessment when the students will
write/ present a persuasive speech for one side of the argument. The teacher may wish to write
a list of key words that emerge from this initial discussion to use as scaffolding for their Summative
Assessment.
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

Ac
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What’s in
a Name?

Li st e
e
v
n
ti

Name ________________________________________
Today’s Date   ________________________________
Directions:
Working in groups, discuss the title of the documentary “Because You Can’t Smell
Someone On Skype” and complete the first part “What do you think the title of the
documentary means?”
After you have listened to the documentary you will complete the second two sections.
1. What do you think the title
of the documentary means/
suggests?

2. Having listening to the
beginning of the documentary,
do you think it is a good title?
The vocabulary below may
help you with your answer.

3. Suggest three other suitable
titles for the documentary.

Here is some vocabulary which might help you to answer the question in the second column.
Relevant
Effective
Appropriate

Irrelevant
Ineffective
Inappropriate

Intriguing
Fitting
Clear

Boring
Misleading
Vague

(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype WS 2)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Students will now listen to the remaining twelve minutes of the
documentary (Because You Can’t Smell Someone on Skype
Clip 2).

•

While doing so, they will note the vocabulary and complete
the Documentary Dictionary (Because You Can’t Smell
Someone On Skype WS 4 -Pg. 12). Some of this can be
finished for homework if necessary.

•

After the documentary has finished, the class will discuss
whether their earlier predictions about the ending of the story
were accurate and if not, why not? This is an opportunity to
explore preconceptions of love and relationships.

•

Students can be creative by suggesting alternative endings.

•

Using the text message template (Because You Can’t Smell
Someone On Skype WS 5 -Pg. 13-14), students will work in pairs
or groups and imagine the text message conversation which
takes place between either Ciarán and his best friend or Kelly
and her best friend after the first Skype conversation. They can
later present this to the class by reading it aloud.

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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5. Text Me!

Lis
it ve ten

Po
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TEACHER GUIDELINES

g
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4. Documentary
Dictionary

Ac

Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

STUDENT WORKSHEET

Lis
it ve ten

g
in

Documentary
Dictionary

Ac

Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

Name ________________________________________
Today’s Date   ________________________________
Directions:
Now listen to the rest of the documentary and listen out for the vocabulary below so
you can complete the Documentary Dictionary.
Do the first section ‘What I think….’ while listening to the documentary.  You can do
the next two sections after you have finished listening.
Word

1. What I think/ thought 2. What it actually
3. A word or phrase
the word means
means
that is the opposite
(Do this while you are (Do this after listening) (Do this after listening)
listening)

Persistent
Casual
Dictated
Compatible
Blathering
Speechless
Rapport
Bold
Projection

(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype WS 4)

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
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STUDENT WORKSHEET

s t e ni n

Name _________________________________________________
Today’s Date _________________________________________

Directions:
Working with another student, imagine and then write the text message
conversation which takes place between either Ciarán and his best friend or
Kelly and her best friend after the first Skype conversation.

(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype 5)

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
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Text Me!
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Lis
it ve ten

g
in

Text Me!

Ac

Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

Name _________________________________________________
Today’s Date _________________________________________

(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype 5)

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’
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6. Persuasive
Speech

Su mm

Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

Students will write and present a speech for or against the motion
“The internet is not a safe or healthy way to make friends”.

1 In preparation students could listen
to examples of good speeches e.g.
Barack Obama’s “Yes We Can”, Mary

2

McAleese’s speech during the Queen’s
visit or The Greatest Speech Ever Made
by Charlie Chaplin. Videos of these
speeches can easily be found online
(transcripts are often available too).
Where possible it is helpful to look at
transcripts of the dialogue so that
the class can identify the necessary
elements of a good speech.

3

4

on and construct success criteria for
this assessment i.e. writing a persuasive
speech. The success criteria should be
inspired by what they have experienced
and learned already.  Using the Success
Criteria worksheet (Because You Can’t
Smell Someone On Skype WS 6.1 -Pg.
16) they should include some/ all of the
following:

• Introduction, main points, conclusion

• Tone

• Use of persuasive/ argumentative language etc.

• Facts/Statistics

• Anecdotes

• Rhetorical Questions

• Addressing your audience

• Paragraphs

Students will now plan their speech using the
planning template provided (Because You
Can’t Smell Someone On Skype WS 6.2
-Pg. 17)

6

The students and teacher will agree

Once the first draft is complete, they will
receive constructive feedback from their
peers and teacher.  Students can fill in the
Peer Assessment worksheet (Because You
Can’t Smell Someone On Skype WS 6.3
-Pg. 18)

5

After careful planning, they will write

7

Using the feedback, students will

their speech.  

work on redrafting their speech.  
They will then hand up their final
draft along with the previous draft
to show their progress.
Once the final draft has been
approved, the students could
present it to the teacher, to other
students in small groups, to the
entire class or they could record it.

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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STUDENT WORKSHEET

Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

Su mm

m e nt
ss

A Persuasive Speech –
Success Criteria

iv e A s s e
t
a

Name __________________________________________
Today’s Date __________________________________
Directions:
You have been asked to write a persuasive speech

After studying examples of speeches and discussing them with your class, write a list of
the success criteria i.e. the elements that will make your speech successful.
Success Criterion: Anecdotes
How I will address it: Retell stories from my personal experiences

Success Criterion:
How you will address it:
Success Criterion:
How you will address it:
Success Criterion:
How you will address it:
Success Criterion:
How you will address it:
Success Criterion:
How you will address it:
Success Criterion:
How you will address it:
Success Criterion:
How you will address it:   
(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype WS 6.1 )
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Name __________________________________________

STUDENT WORKSHEET

iv e A s s e
t
a
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Persuasive Speech
Planner

Su mm

Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

Today’s Date __________________________________
Directions:

Plan your speech by writing key words or short phrases in the relevant sections below (no sentences yet).
When this is complete you can use it to write the first draft of your speech.
You can later edit and redraft your final piece.

The internet is not a safe or healthy way to make friends
Introduction

Argument 1 starter sentence

Argument 2 starter sentence

Argument 3 starter sentence

Argument 1 possible key words

Argument 2 possible key words

Argument 3 possible key words

Argument 1 example/evidence

Argument 2 example/evidence

Argument 3 example/evidence

Conclusion
(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype WS 6.2)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype 6.2)

STUDENT WORKSHEET

A Persuasive Speech

iv e A s s e
t
a

m e nt
ss

Peer Assessment Sheet

Su mm

Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

Directions:
After you have listened to your partner’s speech write a comment in
each of the boxes below. Some appropriate vocabulary has been
provided to help you write your assessment.
My name
Partner’s name
Today’s Date
Positive comments
Comment on the positive aspects of the
speech in general
Was the speech interesting and well researched?  

Positive aspects - Presentation
Comment on the positive aspects of your partner’s
speech including presentation; whether they
sounded confident, if they used the appropriate
language and tone and whether they were easy to
understand.
Suggestions I can make for improvement

Below is a list of some vocabulary which might help you to write a good peer assessment
Excellent
Surprising
Attention-grabbing
Compelling
Impressive

Persuasive
Clear
Engaging
Articulate
Entertaining

Well planned
Interesting
Well-prepared
Authentic
Eloquent

Noteworthy
Well researched
Inspired
Creative
Educational

(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype WS 6.3)

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
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Reflective/Creative Task

STUDENT WORKSHEET

pendi
p
x
A

Tweeting the Newlywed News
Name ___________________________________
Today’s Date ___________________________
Directions:
Ciarán and Kelly got married a few minutes ago so they both send out a separate Tweet to
share the news.
Ciarán’s aunt reads this and writes her own message on Twitter.
All three messages are seen by a tabloid journalist who Tweets the news.
Remember to use the RAFT structure: Role of Writer; Audience; Format; Topic.
A possible variation to this task is to leave the writer’s name out of the Tweet and then ask your
partner to guess who wrote it (the key to doing this effectively is make sure the register/the way
it’s spoken and tone are appropriate to the writer).

Role of Writer Audience

Role of Writer Audience

Kelly from Florida,
Newlywed from USA

Followers

Ciarán from Dublin,
Just Married to Kelly

Followers

Format

Topic

Format

Topic

A Tweet, max 140
characters. Informal
text language

Just after she gets married
to Ciarán in Florida. Now
they’re on their way to
meet her parents

A Tweet, max 140
characters. Informal
text language

Just after he marries Kelly
and before he dashes
home to Ireland the
following day

Role of Writer Audience

Role of Writer Audience

Ciarán’s aunt

Followers

Online News Service

Followers

Format

Topic

Format

Topic

A Tweet, max 140
characters. Slightly
formal language

Just after she hears the
news of Ciarán’s sudden
marriage

A Tweet, max 140
characters. Informal
text language

Just after reading all the
above Tweets

(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype A1)

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’
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STUDENT WORKSHEET

Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

Reflective/Creative Task
Briefing Sheet for a Review

pendi
p
x
A

Directions:
You have been asked to review the documentary for a teen blog or a
teen magazine. Using one of the templates provided (Review for a Teen
Blog or My Documentary Review for a Teen Magazine) write your review.
Writing Criteria
Your magazine / blog review must include
- The name of the documentary
- The duration
- A brief summary of the content (in three sentences).
- Your general opinion of it
You should also aim to answer the following questions in the writing of your review.
- Was it enjoyable? Why/Why not? Would you recommend it?
- Which moments stood out? Explain.
- Were there any elements which you would change? Why/Why not?
- Were the sound effects successful (including music)?
- What did you think of the interviewees?
- What is the value of this documentary?
- Would you recommend it to others? Justify your answer.
- What age groups do you think would enjoy this?
Below is a list of some vocabulary which might help you to write an interesting review
Excellent
Outstanding
Attention grabbing
Spectacular
Impressive
Haunting

Fascinating
Clear
Interviewees
Thrilling
Disappointing
Narration

Engaging
Interesting
Disconcerting
Tedious
Diverse
Sound effects

Seasonal
Well researched
Inspired
Creative
Educational

When you have finished your review, complete the Self-Assessment Worksheet. Remember to
refer to the Writing Criteria section above when you are assessing your work.

(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype A2.1)

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’
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Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

Reflective/ Creative Task
Review for a Teen Blog

STUDENT WORKSHEET

pendi
p
x
A

Name ___________________________________
Today’s Date ____________________________

MY BLOG

(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype A2.2)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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STUDENT WORKSHEET

Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

Reflective/ Creative Task
My Documentary Review for a
Teenage Magazine
Name ____________________________________
Today’s Date ____________________________
Directions:
Write a magazine review about the documentary you have just listened to. Remember to use
the Writing Criteria from the Briefing Sheet.

(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype A2.3)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Documentary On One - Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype

My Self-Assessment
Blog/ Magazine Review of
the Documentary
My Name
Today’s Date
Task description
Which of the writing criteria (on the briefing sheet)
did I do?

Which tasks did I do particularly well?

Which aspects of this task did I find the
most challenging? Why?

Areas I could improve on? How?

(Because You Can’t Smell Someone On Skype A2.4)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Because You Can’t Smell Someone
On Skype’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Learning outcomes
addressed in this unit of
learning

pendi
p
x
A

(from Junior Cycle Specification)
Oral Literacy
5. Deliver a short oral text, alone and/or in collaboration with others, using appropriate
language, style and visual content for specific audiences and chosen purposes
7. Choose appropriate language, style and visual content for specific audiences and chosen
purposes: persuading, informing, narrating, describing a process.
Writing
1. Demonstrate their understanding that there is a clear purpose for all writing activities and
be able to plan, draft, re-draft, and edit their own writing as appropriate
2. Discuss their own and other students’ written work constructively and with clear purpose

(Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype A3.1)

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
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pendi
p
x
A

Template for planning
a unit of work.
Teaching
and
Learning
Resources
Planning
Choose learning outcomes
Create summative assessment
to ensure these learning
outcomes are achieved

Texts
Formative
Assessment

(Because You can’t Smell Someone on Skype A3.2)
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